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While you are preparing your workforce and IT real-estate
to migrate from Data center to Cloud environment, you
might want to know about the things to consider before
doing so. Here is a guide to assist you in your big step of
migrating from Data center to Cloud to unleash limitless
possibilities. We all know about the complexities involved
in data centers and the natual advantages of buying
Cloud space such as decreased cost, auto-scalability
support, easy acquisitions or divestitures and increased
security is evident. Each and every advantage of Cloud
environment needs to be taken into consideration one
at a time and this article would help you effortlessly
overcome the challenges organizations have faced while
migrating to Cloud.
Although, enterprises choose to move to cloud due
to its natural advantages, there are other migration
drivers like Cost Reduction/avoidance, Risk reduction
and business transformation which leads to a
migration decision tree on the bedrock of 6Rs.
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Through a Cloud readiness assessment, enterprises make their decision to retain or retire based on their business
complexity score, technical complexity, security and risk compliance, and application architecture assessment.
For example, if an enterprise has less than 6 months of time to migrate, it chooses to rehost. Similarly, if there
is no fixed delivery date and the available investment is small, it chooses to re-platform. Here, there may be few
legacy applications which need to be re-factored/re-architected also. Hence, the migration decision tree is an
imperative for any enterprise who chooses to kick-start their cloud journey.
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Let us dig deep in to
the things to do in a
Data Center during
Cloud Migration
1.	Do assess your environment: Without preliminary
assessment of the current IT environment,
the

Cloud

migration

could

be

inefficient.

Organizations need to have an understanding of
various applications and infrastructure resources
in their current capacity. For example, one can
use on-prem assessment tools to get an idea
about resource load, and lift and shift capabilities.
Here, one can also choose a partner who can do
an assessment of current environment to prepare
for Cloud Migration.
2.	Do a goal setting: After initial assessment, it is
important for Cloud strategists to have a goal
for the future. They should be able to answer the
questions such as, what are we going to achieve
by moving to Cloud? Are we aiming to save costs?
Or are we planning to increase performance for
the applications? Achieving these goals can be
done in a phased manner, which allows you to
design, deploy, enhance and maintain the Cloud
continuously.
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3.	Do evaluation of applications: To move to cloud,
the applications need to be re-engineered or refactored into microservices for utilizing cloudnative features and facilitate easy movement
from Data centers to the Cloud environment.
The datacenters sometime run many monolith,
legacy applications. These applications can be
given a cloud KPI (key performance indicators)
to track the migration and identify issues arising
out of the migration process. Further, these large
applications can be split in to smaller applications
to

containers

and

operated

in

Container

Orchestration environments like Kubernetes.
4.	Do have a cut-over plan: The cut over plan is
the most vital and most challenging step in the
migration process. The cut-over phase is a time
period to synchronize current data from the
data center when the cloud migration is taking
place. Usually, there are tools which are used for
migration synchronization within a time period.
For instance, Datasync automatically handles
scripting of copy jobs, scheduling and monitoring
transfers, validating data, and optimizing network
utilization. Having a proper laid-out cut-over plan
helps is reducing the operational cost and saves
lots of time.
As we have understood the important things to do
while considering a Cloud Migration let us now look
into the things we shouldn’t be doing while migrating
from Data center to Cloud.
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1.	Don’t just Lift and Shift: Lift and shift should only be done to applications which don’t need to be
re-platformed or re-factored. Usually lift and shift does nott need any structural changes or redesign
and can be performed in very less time period without having to assess the risk associated with this
move. Not all design features are available in the Cloud, like for an instance a host environment. This
still leaves few applications left out on-prem and in such cases cloud migration is not 100% effective
with respect to cost and time.
2.	Don’t ignore Security: The Cloud landing zone need to be secure enough before migrating from
on-prem locations. Many Cloud services offer superior visibility and control over your data and
applications. These Cloud services also allows an automation of security tasks to eliminate human
configurations errors. It is wise to choose a Cloud landing zone where you can add more encryption
layers to secure the data flow across the globe.
3.	Don’t forget to train your workforce: Even when you are choosing a cloud partner, it is important
for the end user to be aware about the changes in environment from Data center to Cloud. Hence,
organizations need to come with a training plan for their IT team or hire a cloud infrastructure
specialist. On a bigger picture, this will reduce the calls and tickets load for the helpdesk team and
productivity of IT team would be organically improved as well.
4.	Don’t assume Cloud to never fail: Having a solid business continuity plan in spite of Cloud shutdowns
or downtimes can reduce dependencies on Cloud even in times of uncertainty. Although, most of the
Cloud services have a bunch of fail-safe conditions, preparing for the worst is the best we can do to
ensure business as usual.
Right from the initial step of planning and assessing the cloud strategy to adopting business continuity
plan, Cloud migration is a journey to unlock the unlimited potentials it has to offer. It is also important to
choose your Cloud partners wisely to seamlessly sail through your entire Cloud Journey.
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Conclusion
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